ALTA Built for the Denver
Mechanics Class and Craft
Denver International Airport - 75% of the Line AMTs in Denver signed ALTA election authorization
cards. These Certified Airmen recognize the importance of having a Union like ALTA that will represent
the Mechanics Class and Craft.
Denver is one of our senior stations and these Line Technicians recognize the importance of the jobs
they perform everyday repairing and releasing hundreds of aircraft for flight.
The Mechanics Creed - Upon my honor I swear that I shall hold in sacred trust the rights and privileges
conferred upon me as a certified mechanic. Knowing full well that the safety and lives of others are
dependent upon my skill and judgment.
The Technicians in Denver know they deserve better representation than the Teamsters, a truckers union
that has no place in the aviation industry.
The Teamsters are a failure in the Airline Industry. The contracts and letters of agreement they have
signed at United Airlines over the last 8 years clearly show they cannot and do not represent the
membership at United Airlines. They have given up contract language and benefits that many Technicians
fought for over the past 30 years at United Airlines.
The AMTs at American Airlines and US Airways rejected the Teamsters
The Teamsters organizing campaigns and lies were rejected by AMR and US Airways, after they saw that
the Teamsters union and its Locals had destroyed our contract at United Airlines.
Now is the Time for every Line and Base Technician to sign an ALTA Election Card to form our own union
like ALPA. A union to represent the Technician membership at United Airlines and our profession.
The AMTs in Denver have always supported their Profession.
75% of the AMTs in Denver know that their future depends on the actions they take today to make their
profession stronger. Building a union that they control is important to our profession and future.
Take the time to sign your card today, see your local organizer and help us build a better union.
ALTA Representing the Technicians who help maintain the aircraft, ground equipment, jetways and
maintenance bases at United Airlines. We deserve a union that will be there for us every day to promote
the work we do. Visit our website at www.altaunited.com.
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